


    Long Advance was founded in July 1992, specializing in functional 
fabrics with high quality and high performance. The main products 
are Nylon、Polyester 、Nylon/Spandex、Polyester/Spandex、and 
mechanical stretch fabrics for OUTDOOR、SKI and fast forward 
activities. With the increasing demands on the quality、stability 
and creativity, Long Advance committed ourselves and invested all 
our resources into the production of Hi-Tech fabrics. We offer wide 
range of fabrics with both woven and knitting on single layer、2 
layer 、3 layer、3 layer hardshells and softshells with various 
functions such as water repellency、UV protection、odor control、
downproof、print、high breathability、 high water pressure 
resistant and so on, all can be manufactured to achieve customer's 
request.  



    Since 2006, we introduced our brand, "Yushan" to the market and 
customers, providing hangtags to our customer for branding. Yushan is 
the highest mountain located in central Taiwan. It is a significant 
landmark both geographically and historically in Taiwan. Therefore, we 
have it symbol our leading position in Taiwan textile business and also 
represent our ambition and determination to offer the best quality 
standard products and services.  





    Not only Long Advance's office is based in Taiwan, but also all the 
productions are manufactured in Taiwan in order to ensure the quality 
control and smooth production. The whole process, from the selection of 
yarns to greige fabrics weaving, to the finishing processes, and to the 
output of the final products, is controlled and supervised by the well 
trained technicians from the factories and also Long Advance's employees. 
The processes are as the following: 
 
    Raw Yarns Preparation > Weaving Greige Fabrics > Inspection on Greige 
Materials > Dyeing Process > Finishing and Tentering > Inspection on the 
Dyed Fabrics > Coating/Lamination Process > Final Products Inspection and 
Packing at SGS > Ready for Shipment 
 
    After each finishing process, we have the internal inspection on the 
semi-products to always make sure the fabrics can be sent to the next 
processing factory. Once the final production is completed, we have the 
ready fabrics full inspected and packed at SGS.  
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U/V resistance, microbial control, odor control, comfort 
dry, pattering emboss, water repellent, peach, cire, print 
and etc.  



YUSHAN ACTIVE coating and YUSHAN EXTRME lamination 
combined with non-stretch, 2 way or 4 way stretch fabrics.  



Softshells and 3 Layer Hardshells for the Extreme End use. 



Environment protection and public health are always global issues. As a 
member of global community, our duty is maintaining environment and 
reducing environment damage. To build consumer trust, our products 
have passed Oeko-Tex Standard 100, and to assure each production 
process meeting the principal of environment protection, Long Advance 
become a partner of Blue Sign System and apply qualified dye stuff, plus 
fluorine-free water repellent. Moreover, Long Advance put effort into 
reducing harmful plastic product and promoting recycled fabric as our 
commitment to save environment and earth. 



Ski Wear, Snowboard Wear, Work Wear, Uniforms, Outdoor Wear, 
Down Jacket, Casual Wear, Board Short, Mountain Climbing, Angler's 
suit, Golf Wear, Sleeping Bags, Tents, Backpacks, and etc.  


